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To our Graduates, Family and Friends:

Congratulations on reaching this pivotal moment. The whole world stretches before you. Anything is possible.

Your path from this moment will undoubtedly take unexpected detours. I hope you will allow the lessons learned in and out of the classroom to guide you as you move onward and upward, making your Missouri Statement.

You have invested years learning Missouri State’s public affairs mission. It is my greatest hope that you will put that learning into practice; that you will be culturally competent, ethical leaders who are actively engaged in your communities, wherever they may be. I am confident that you will make your university community proud.

Today’s ceremony celebrates your considerable accomplishment in completing a degree program at one of the country’s best universities. I share your pride and excitement. Your degree — and the skills and experience you acquired while at Missouri State — will serve you well in your careers and lives.

It has been a privilege to have you as part of our community, and Missouri State is better for your time and efforts here. As you take this next step, your involvement at Missouri State is not ending. In many ways, it is just beginning as you transition from being a student to an alumnus. I hope you express pride in your alma mater and come back to visit us on campus.

Good luck, best wishes, and Go Bears!

Clif Smart
President
Order of Service

PRELUDE
Sophisticated Lady        Duke Ellington, arr. Dedrick
Missouri State University Jazz Studies II,
Conducted by Kyle Aho

PROCESSIONAL*
Pomp and Circumstance        Elgar, arr. Fischer
Missouri State University Jazz Ensemble I,
Conducted by Kyle Aho

NATIONAL ANTHEM*
Star Spangled Banner        Traditional
Missouri State University Chorale,
Conducted by Dr. Cameron LaBarr

MUSICAL INTERLUDE
It’ll Be Alright        Erich Eastman
Missouri State University Chorale,
Conducted by Dr. Cameron LaBarr

PRESENTATION OF BRONZE BEAR AWARD
10:00 a.m. Ceremony
John Goodman
Actor

PRESENTATION OF GOVERNMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD
1:30 p.m. Ceremony
Gabe Gore
Circuit Attorney, City of St. Louis, Missouri

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
Dr. John Jasinski
Provost
Missouri State University

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Clif Smart
President
Missouri State University

INTRODUCTION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
Neosha Mackey
Emeritus Dean
Library Services

Dr. Tonia Tinsley
Associate Professor
Department of Languages, Cultures and Religions

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME
Brent Dunn
Vice President for University Advancement

ALMA MATER*
Maroon and White        arr. Dr. John Prescott
Missouri State University Chorale,
Conducted by Dr. Cameron LaBarr

Sing we praises
Now to our Alma Mater!
All hail, Maroon and White!
Missouri State, we pledge devotion
May you live
Ever in truth and right.

RECESSIONAL*
Missouri State University Jazz Studies II,
Conducted by Kyle Aho

*The audience is requested to stand, if able, during the Processional and the singing of the National Anthem and Alma Mater and to remain in place in their seats until the completion of the Academic Recessional.
University Marshals

GRAND MARSHAL
Dr. Elizabeth Walker
Professor, Animal Science

PLATFORM MARSHAL
Dr. Tom Peters
Dean, Library Sciences

GRADUATE MARSHALS
Dr. Julie Masterson
Associate Provost and Dean of the Graduate College

Dr. Carrisa Hoelscher
Interim Associate Dean of the Graduate College

SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT
Paige Paxton

UNDERGRADUATE MARSHALS
Galen Martin
Coordinator, Employee Wellness Program

Dr. Juan Meraz
Assistant Vice President for Diversity & Inclusion

Dr. Ryan Reed
Director, Access and Success Programs

Dr. Dee Siscoe
Vice President for Student Affairs

Dr. Andrea Weber
Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs/
Dean of Students

Raeleen Ziegler
Director, Veteran Student Center
John Goodman is an acclaimed actor known for his roles in films, television and theatre, which have led to Emmy, Golden Globe and Screen Actors Guild awards. He has starred in movies such as “The Big Lebowski,” “Raising Arizona,” “O Brother, Where Art Thou?” and “Monsters, Inc.” His television work includes “Roseanne,” “The Conners” and serving as a frequent host of “Saturday Night Live.”

Goodman is a native of Affton, Missouri, who attended Missouri State in the 1970s to play football. An injury cut his sports career short, and he changed his major to drama. John Goodman credits Tent Theatre and the late Howard R. Orms, longtime theatre faculty member, as feeding his passion for his future career.

Goodman graduated in 1975 and moved to New York City. After a slow start in which he said he couldn’t even get a job as a waiter, his career began to take off. His first work was in commercials, voice overs and plays.

He made his film debut with a small role in 1982’s “Eddie Macon’s Run.” His first significant role was in 1986 in “True Stories.” Goodman rose to fame in the role of Dan Conner on the sitcom “Roseanne,” on the air from 1988 to 1997. After that, he was a recognizable character actor. Goodman received a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in 2017.

He has been open about problems, such as alcoholism, that followed on the heels of his success and loss of privacy. He got sober in 2007 and has been practicing gratitude ever since.

He has used his celebrity status to help others, including serving as one of the major contributors to rebuilding New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina. Goodman has also supported the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and has contributed to athletics and theatre programs at MSU and his high school alma mater.

He was the chairman of the Onward, Upward campaign, which raised more than $274 million for scholarships, facilities, faculty endowments and more at Missouri State University.

He is also the namesake donor behind the John Goodman Amphitheatre at Missouri State’s Judith Enyeart Reynolds Art Park. It is the permanent home of Tent Theatre.

Goodman has been married to Annabeth Hartzog since 1989. They have a daughter, Molly Evangeline Goodman.
Gabriel Gore was sworn in as Circuit Attorney for the City of St. Louis on May 30, 2023. An experienced prosecutor and trial attorney, Mr. Gore’s top priorities are to restore the public’s confidence in the Circuit Attorney’s Office, fight for justice and enhance public safety.

Mr. Gore began his legal career as an Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Office of the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Missouri. He later served as Assistant Special Counsel in the Office of Special Counsel John C. Danforth, who was charged by the Attorney General of the United States to review the events surrounding the assault on the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas. Mr. Gore was a law clerk to the Honorable John R. Gibson of the Eight Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals in St. Louis, Missouri.

Mr. Gore has been a practicing attorney for nearly 30 years. Prior to his appointment as Circuit Attorney, he was a partner with the Dowd Bennett law firm, where he tried complex civil and criminal cases. Earlier in his career, he was a partner at Bryan Cave LLP and an associate at Williams & Connolly LLP. Mr. Gore is a graduate of Parkway South High School, Missouri State University and the University of Chicago Law School.

Mr. Gore’s passion is service to the community. He most recently served on the Missouri State University Board of Governors and the boards of Forest Park Forever and the St. Louis Community Foundation. He was gubernatorial appointee to the Ferguson Commission, which was charged with making recommendations to move the St. Louis community forward following the unrest in Ferguson, MO in 2014. He was a founding member of KIPP St. Louis Public Charter Schools.
Degree Candidates

Candidates who applied by 5:00 p.m. on October 31, 2023 are listed in today's program. Candidates who applied after this application deadline are allowed to participate in the commencement ceremonies but are not listed in the printed program.

**DOCTOR OF DEFENSE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES**

Derek Alexander Mahin

**DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY**

Justin T. Nguyen
Nathan Arthur Pierce
Jon Patrick Tallerico

**DOCTOR OF NURSE ANESTHESIA PRACTICE**

Richard Babb
Brooke Bailey
Ava Janeen Booker
Nicholas DeStefano
Tetla Felix
Janet Lyn Heath
April Marie Kennedy
Amelia Alcantara Lentz
Cara Ellen Mann
David James Myers
Emily Midori Schmitz
Vanessa Lyn Scully
Avneet Kaur Singh
Laura Susan Van Rossum
Sharon Lorraine Yearty

**DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE**

Billy Johnson
Christine Lopez
Julie Pham

**SPECIAL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT**

Kaleigh Kristine Pickett

**TEACHER LEADERSHIP**

Julie Lee McDonald
Sheila Marie Perryman
Erica Louise Williams

**COOPERATIVE DOCTORATE OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA**

Melanie Carden-Jessen
Dissertation Title: Persistence Overcomes Resistance: The Journey of Women to Full Professors in Stem.

Joseph Cole
Dissertation Title: Missouri Excel Center Program: Evaluation of Adult High Schools.

**MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY**

Jamey Lynne Arter
Remington Dawson Beasley
Melanie Jean Beckmann
Andrew David Comfort
Suzanne Victoria Cortright
Isaac William Demotta
Genevieve Reagan Adele Finn
Sara Ann Lawyer
Amrita Shakya
Brandi Leigh Tibbetts
Matthew A. Tiller
Ashley Lynne Tubbs
Gina Lynn Wieberg
Fengjie Zhao

**SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION**

Amber Marie Brantner
Julie Ann Gosnell
Tara Hutchens
Sarah E. Miesner
Abby Rachelle Wright

**MASTER OF APPLIED SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION**

Zull-Kifuly Moumouni
MASTER OF ARTS

COMMUNICATION
Bryce Tyler Bewley
Sean P. Falconer
Isaac Opoku-Agyemang

ENGLISH
Savannah Sue Franklin
Bradley Cole Kelly
Erin Marie Pierce
Grace Caroline Willis

HISTORY
Nicholas Thorfinn Bennyhoff
Nicole Mitsuno Bergquist
Brett Andrew Collier
Curie Veronica Dang
Alyssa Rachel DeBolt
Blair DeBolt
Jonathan Cori Geraci
Anna Celina Guenter
Patricia L. Hodge
Allison Elizabeth Huber
Del Bentley LeBarron
Jeffrey Stephen Mayer
Jacob Murray
Rachael Ann Rizzutto
Gregory Patrick Schwab
Jordan Daniel Sharp
Jaimie H. Sloan
Joshua A. Young

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Lindsey Kay McNab
Matthew Wynn

WRITING
Emily Anne Ames
Elisabeth Ann Bowen
Andrea Michele Breshears
Olivia Rachelle Fowler
Alexandra Graham
Seth Michael Hadley
Savannah A. Keller
Amanda J. Modayil

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING AND LEARNING
Paige M. Fiene
Carey R. Schmitz

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Jennifer J. Austin James Ball
Mandy Lynn Botlik
Samantha Jo Irene Broyles
Lisa Stephanie Casaine
Brian D. Combs
Kelsey E. Dennis
Alexander Martin Teague Denny
Maria Duncan
Ta’lor Z. Gold
Jordan Leigh Gott
Barbara Kathleen Hill
Nicklaus T. Hooper
Michael Kai Hui
Shelby E. Jessup
Joshua Jacob Johannes
Amber C. Koeller
Jason R. Lozano
Taylor Mathis
Suzanne Lee Mayfield
Sarah B. O’Callaghan
Caitlin Rose Quirk
Mara Thienes Ryland
Peter Alex Schiefelbein
Jonathan Curtis Wood
Jackilynn Hall Worthington

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Josué Manuel Acevedo Gerena
Ramin Afshari
Madison Ann Agee
Muhammad Ali
Austin Jacob Appleby
Scott Kenneth Ayton
Matthew Richard Baldanza
Samuel Petersen Bartley
Alexander Thomas Barton
Oshane Romario Beharrie
Craig Dyson Bell
Eyal Ben Abraham
Rickell Aaliyah Beneas
Addison Nicole Biswell
Christian James Boehlke
Jayme Nichole Bowen
Jared Daniel Breyer
Taylor Leigh Carolan
Kovan Scott Chew
Brittany Michele Cooper
Dillon Mark Cordel
Kyle Devries
Rewati Prasad Dhakal
Abigail M. Dowden
Sam C. Eckroth
Nicholas Aaron Erwin
Jarett M. Fickbohm
John Tyler Granato
Allyssa Christine Guccione
Melissa DiAne Hayner
Brendan S. Hill
Bonnie Genevia Hogue
Riley Scott Hubler  
Taher Hussein  
Morgan Grace Jacob  
Elijah Keith James  
Bryan Curtis Jensen  
Erica Johnson  
Chloe Jane Song Jondahl  
Madhuri Joshi  
Jenna Elizabeth Kaufman  
Maegen Lucille Keller  
Michael Patrick Kelly  
Joshua J. Kistner  
Hannah G. Knight  
Nathan Andrew Kraynack  
Olivia Lee Krehbiel  
Anh Huu Tran Le  
Hayden K. Lease  
Andrew Blake Letterman  
Jacqueline Lickteig  
Jon Louis  
Shayla Renea Lowe  
Claudrice Emaria Mckoy  
Lucas L. Merz  
Alyssa Renae Miller  
Regan Christopher Moran  
Jacob Matthew Oliver  
Dean N. Osman  
Taylor A. Osman  
Lucas Paloschi  
Joseph T. Pini  
Kathryn L. Plassmeyer  
Samantha Kathleen Hurst  
Cuong Nguyen Anh Tran  
Mukesh Selvaraj  
Mary Shamlyan  
Kenneth R. Shanks  
Michael Newman Shea  
Mayson Anne Sheeks  
Alicia B. Shirato  
Jeremiah William Siefert  
Ryan Michael Steen  
Christopher Aaron Stevens  
Brandon Michael Stockstill  
George Ryan Struemph  
Christopher M. Tenting  
Adam Thompson  
Svetlana Avdeyevna Volkova  
Brian Matthew Wacha  
Meredith Jeannine Walters  
Mark Thomas Wiacek  
Courtney M. Wilson  
Traci A. Wygle  
Yilang Zhang  
Jingwen Zhao

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

VISUAL STUDIES

Mehdi Karampournadashti

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Samantha Kathleen Hurst  
Sydney Nicole Moler  
Cuong Nguyen Anh Tran  

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Kerven Agajanov  
Evidence Uchechukwu Otunji

MASTER OF MUSIC

Adam Michael Barker  
Phoebe Arcelo Bitoon  
Spenser Cullumber  
Joseph Cooke Emerson

MASTER OF NATURAL AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Taylor M. Alicea  
Sandy Jo Cottengim  
Inyeong Lee  
Alicia Marie Sullivan  
Emily Nicole Wilkinson

MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Rebecca Elizabeth Althoff  
Brianna A. Bentley  
Sarah Marie Bolton  
Tyler Boyer  
Paige Ann Conner  
Micaela Maree Cruse  
Farrah Michelle Fox  
Megan Marie Frey  
Hannah Renee Hedrick  
Kasey Dawn Hoelscher  
Jesse Pierce LaFond  
Jessica Ann Lorts  
Abigail E. Ludwig  
Kelsey Lauren Luedecke  
Rachell Marlene Maue  
Emily Nicole McKinzie  
Rachel M. Miller  
Cecelia Elzora Peine  
Allison Dawn Petry  
Maria Ann Satterthwaite  
Julianna Elizabeth Vogt  
Maya Lynn West
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Shane Mikel Bertalott
Gerelmaa Khurelbaatar
Tristan Freeman Newsome
Amanda Lee Somirs

CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Christian Alan Rivas

CHEMISTRY
Elson Osakpolor Eguaoa
Olamide Rachael Ogundele
Adilchimeg Sukhbaatar

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Henry Ozerigbe Agbonpolo
Sujata Baral
Bianca Victor Egbosimba
Sandra Mawuse Abra Hehetror
Kaveri Devi Mishra
Lauren Beth Strider-Birkeness
Doreen Ogochukwu Ugwu

CHILD LIFE STUDIES
Rachel Belk
Catarina Marie Benninghoven
Sarah Anne Blagg
Lindsey Paige Curran
Hannah Marie Gosden
Lilly Rose Greenblatt
Christine L. Gregory
Ashton B. Hodge
Taylor Ann Jones
Ashley Meagan Speake

MASTER OF SCIENCE

AGRICULTURE
Hannah Rose Rockers

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Stacey Michelle Back
Joshua Everett Parrish
Claire Marie Zuch

BIOLGY
Akeem Atolagbe Ajao
Melisa P. Blasky
Connor Dylan Cunningham
Aaron Paul Muehler
Shelby Madison Palmer
Wesley Obadiah Smith
Zachary H. Vickers

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Madeline Rose Howerton

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Pranith Varma Appani
Oluwatobi Wisdom Atolagbe
Manideep Balmur
Sudheerkumar Battu
Akash Bedamsetty
Caleb Seth Bryant
Sankhya Reddy Chama
Siva Linga Prasad Cherukuri
Karthikeya Chetharajula
Shumsoy Chowdhury
Bala Venkatesh Devabathini
Vamsi Devareddy

Sai Navya Reddy Dhanireddy
Godwin Oko Ekuma
Marium Binte Ibrahim Ema
Vamsi Krishna Ganesuni
Amber Michelle Gillenwaters
Abhinay Reddy Gona
Akhil Gudise
Vamshidhar Reddy Kandala
Suresh Karnati
Avinash Kommalapati
Praveen Reddy Kota
Sindhu Kottam
Jayanth Madupalli
Mohammad Sakib Mahmood
Venkata Lakshmi Sruthi Meda
Akhil Reddy Mogulla
Alekhya Nalluri
Akhil Reddy Neelapu
Ayesha Siddika Nipu
Kavya Obula
Moses Ooko Omondi
Bharath Pampati
Gowtham Kishore Panguluri
Sai Ravi Raj Kumar Polavarapu
Hemanth Ravipati
Sai Sampath Rayapaneni
Shiva Kumar Sathram
Charan Kumar Valluru
Manoj Kumar Reddy Vennapusa

COUNSELING
Sara E. Anderson
Faith Andrews
James W. Bowling II
Jacob Ross Braden
Jennifer C. Byrd
Allison Nicole Caldwell
Laura Campbell
Laura Rae Campbell
Lindsey Ann Carpentier
Hannah Sidney Deatz
Laura Glynn Foster
Chloe Rae Hartman
Brett Alan Kerns
Nissa A. Krier
Madison Jewell Lormand
Riley H. McCullough
Maxwell J. Messer
Vanessa Renee Moreno
Emily J. Napoli
William Edward Nelngr
Olivia E. Niesen
Jordan E. Regmi
Kelly Nicole Roe
Hope Anna Rossman
Abigale Rose Ruggeri
Stacy L. Rust
Elissa Sue Smith
Shelby Kay Spain
Taylor Alexi Stewart
Rachel M. Thomas
Larry Monroe Valentine
Yu Wang

CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Shanyla Rene Curtis
Tyler Heino
Krystal Elaine Neal
Sabrina M. Rivera

CYBERSECURITY
Radames Acosta
Krista Alexander
Nizar Allan
Azeez Olanrewaju Bakare
Puspendu Banerjee
Alexander Karl Bossing
Tyler William Bossing
William G. Cortez
Laarni Greer
Tyler Markus Lewis
Derek W. Lowrance

Wai Yat Mak
David Nyarko
Arpat Rodpai
Ayodele Samson Edward Shoyinka
Nathan Jordan Sloan
Anthony Edward Van Eman
Jeffrey Kwame Wittah

DEFENSE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
Chandler D. Anderson
Andrew Brown
Steven R. Burrows
Daneil Patrick Carreon
Cole Howerton
Laurel Marie Miller
Ben Murray
Margaret Christine Myers
Kimberly Ruth Pratt
Hailey Renee Rogers
Morteza Safari
Jessica Slabaugh
Isaac Wise

EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Jessica Lindsey Kanne Atkins
Stephanie Anne Boekweg
Leslie Anne Briscoe
Autumn Shauntel Earney
Rachel Erin Fisk
Christy M. Gentili
Stephanie Trai Hashmi
Shelby Nicole Kuhl
Jessica M. Morton
Eugenia Ann Richardson
Camilla Summerford Roberts
Itse Othowora Smith
Melissa Jayne Turner

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
Elandé Engelbrecht
Katie A. Grong
Joseph Lane
Nathaniel William Lenhard
Patrick Saulys
Bennett George Van Horn

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Soujanya Aketi Vijayakumar
Mythri Sadhika Bankapalli
Jillian Renee Cooper
John Marshall Cragin II
Zachary Joseph Deutschmann
Venkata Subbareddy Duggempudi
Breona Alize Ellis
Phanindar Ginukala
Nicole Marie Hatter
Kadidia Ibrahim Kantao
Mahesh Kotha
Venkata Krishna Kiran Kumar
Maddala
Satyanarayana Reddy Maddala
William Korey Melton
Andrew Tait Nelson
Lahari Pallati
Brian Robert Reinstein
Lance Starkey

MATERIALS SCIENCE
Jacob Adam Berry
Mathew A. Boeser
Patrick Stewart Lambdin
Zia Uddin Mahmud
Md Fahel Bin Noor
Nusrat Yasmin
MATHEMATICS

Shun Dong
Collin B. Moore

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

Uyen Phuoc Minh Nguyen

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES

Billy Dean Bailey
Jordan L. Carter
Jessica Marie Cobb
Julianne M. Dieckman
Olivia Marie Eikel
Christopher L. Foster
Jenna Marie Glodowski
Abigail Hannah Horner
Kaci Lee Hultz
Taylor N. Kensinger
Ryan E. Liddell
Jessica Lauren Maez
Chandler Rebecca Lee Mongerson
Jordan Newman
Se Hun Park
Kaylee Ann Percival
Kelly Jean Purcell
Desyrae E. Ridenour
Gabriela Grace Sappington
Ashleigh Brooke Sharkey
Katherine J. Tinklepaugh
Darren Lee Tran
Zane A. Tranmer
Sadie Dawn Turner
Sarah J. Usher
Courtney Breanne Weatherford
Regan Wilson
Samuel Jerod Wilson
Skylar Brooke Wimberly
Alexis Christine Zahn

PLANT SCIENCE

Gregory Bryce Goodlett
Jacquelyn Marie Wray

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Yeshwanth Reddy Adireddy
Sai Charan Aginati
Abdul Arif
Kamma Arpitha
Lucca Fontelles Paes Barreto
Nyamtseren Batdolgor
Daniel Benjamin
Haritha Bhagavatula
Vasily Bukreev
Carlos Andres Cabrera Hurtado
Deva Srikanth Chagantipati
Munkhjin Davaanyam
John Richard Davis
Laura Jean Derrick
Nguyen Tue Giang Duong
Somaiya Fatima
Sravani Gilakattula
Sai Prasanna Reddy Goguri
Prudhvi Raj Goli
Sarika Savya Goney
Timothy Floyd Graham
Samantha Lynn Guthery
Gayathri Hoovina Raghunath
Laila Kiran
Keerthi Manubolu
Tatsiana Masiuk
Rishika Minda
Nehal Tameem Mohammad
Harish Kumar Mucharla
Akash Reddy Muskula
The Son Nguyen
Nhi Thi Yen Nguyen
Mara Presot
Vinod Kumar Puppala
Sai Virat Rachakatla
Mohammed Rais Rafeeq
Sadie Raisa
Raj Sameer Shaik
Junaid Hussain Shaik Mahammed
Jiahui Shen
Justin A. Sherman
Tarsis Silva de Menezes
Pranay Sai Surabhi
Srikanth Reddy Yalla
Sheshadri Yogith Yamala

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

Jennifer J. Albright
Anna Marie Fleming
Desiree Gabrielle Laskowski
Sierra A. Riggs
Stefanie J. Schmidt
John Bradley Sundstrom
Lindsey Erin Verfurth
Kirk Tyler Walker
Heather Lynn Walters
Jordan Taylor Winter

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Autumn Nichole Galiher
Latisha Cherie Gonzalez
Alexandra Nicole Hoke
Taylor M. Otto
Rena M. Sweeney

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Jenna Kathleen Anderson
Heidi Renee Cobb
Colleen H. Crowe
Kimba Mary Ellis
Anna C. McCauley
Melissa L. Meier
McKayla K. Oesterreich
Kimberly Terry
Victoria Ashlyn Vaughan
Elise Rose Wall

LITERACY

Emily Bubalo
Tracy Jean Curtis
Sarah Arden Deaton
Allison Leigh Gill
Trena DeAnn Greene
Angela Hosp
Dana Elizabeth Lambie
Lorin Michelle McKnight
Alexis Madelyne Mundell
Caitlin Elizabeth Ogutu
Hannah Marie Rebmann
Anne Ritland Williams

SECONDARY EDUCATION

Derby Austin Davis
Catherine Marie Lea Gardner
Frances E. Haller
Eric A. Mooneyham
Olivia Jean Rowland

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Madison N. Ash
Hannah Layne Beresford
Bianna K. Franz
Melissa Paye Henke
Valerie Nicole House
Amy Dawn Mohrbacher
Madelyn Elyse Sheppard
Sarah M. Simmons

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Ashlee Burris
Katherine Chipley
Allison M. Culp
Julia S. Curran
Charly Elisabeth Griesinger
Emily Rose Hayes
Emma Gail Hurst
Austin J. Rogers
Sarah Elizabeth Stow
Lainey Roxanne Tindle
Some undergraduate students have chosen to pursue a more rigorous academic curriculum. They are identified by a royal blue stole. Some of these students may have pursued departmental honors as well and their major distinctions are noted here.

Mara Iris Anselm
Abby Renee Bennett
Anthony C. Bocanegra
Jarrett Matthew Brattin
Russ Bray
Anna E. Brummell
Kaylea Grace Bryan
Corrie Jean Carnahan
Tanya L. Charlton
Jianna M. Cox
Gabriele Alicia Crafford
Taryn Alyssa Criblez
Amber Marie Domiano
Olivia Ryan Grieve
Claire Catherine Hornibrook
Julia Paige Kee
Aubrie Dawn Lambertson
Thomas Andrew Mataya
Lauren M. McTernan
Oana Mesalina Muresan
Rebecca Lynne Schaljo
Ashley Anne Shank
Maria V. Spears
Anna Leigh Stewart
Carter Wilhelm Stoelzel
Alexandra Shae Updyke
Drew McKinley Voris

with Distinction in Nursing
with Distinction in Biology
with Distinction in Professional Writing
SCHOLASTIC HONORS

Special distinction for high scholarship is awarded to certain undergraduate students as follows:

*Summa cum laude* (with highest honor) for those who have a grade point average of at least 3.90.
*Magna cum laude* (with great honor) for those who have a grade point average between 3.75 and 3.89.
*Cum laude* (with honor) for those who have a grade point average between 3.50 and 3.74.

The GPA is based on the lowest of the student’s Missouri State cumulative GPA or the student’s combined (Missouri State and transfer) cumulative GPA. Students must complete a minimum of 30 undergraduate credit hours prior to graduation at Missouri State University to be eligible for scholastic honors. Students meeting the above GPA criteria at the close of the semester immediately preceding their final semester of college work are honored at commencement ceremonies. The final eligibility of students for scholastic honors is based on credit hour totals and grade point averages at the end of the semester of graduation. Final eligibility is recorded on the University diploma and transcript.

These students are identified by a cordon worn with their academic regalia. The colors designating the honors are: *summa cum laude*, gold; *magna cum laude*, silver; *cum laude*, maroon.

Scholastic honors eligibility for candidates in the Cooperative Engineering Program are based on Missouri University of Science and Technology scholastic honors requirements.

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Grace Marie Atkins
Ellen Jean Aulbach
Abby Renee Bennett
Abigail Braun
Anna E. Brummell
Rosie Theresa Buckner
William Garrett Burgard
Abigail Noel Carino
Lindsey Lee Carroll
Laura Anne Collins
Elizabeth Marie Coulter
Ashley Creek
Anastasia Grigoriyvna Dashkevich
Samantha Kate Dosso
Jalen David Drake
Paige Corinne Eikel
Kaila May Enslinger
Caleb Taylor Ezzell
Gabriel Mackinlay Fletchall
Cynthia Frisch
Megan Jean Garbee
Kristina Gonzalez
Hannah Grenko

Jennie Grace Hubbard
Sarah Christine Hulsen
Delaney Rachel Hutchins
Lisa Ann Inlow
Jenna M. Johnson
Julia Ann Jurgensmeyer
Caylee Grace Keith
Mattis Joos Koch
Autumn Dawn Lambertson
Noah Harold Lawson
Cole A. Lilleahl
Catie Elizabeth Linneman
Matthew Quinn Loaney
Karissa Angeline Locke
Emma Grace Lucas
Thomas Andrew Mataya
Claire Meisch
Graham Lee Miller
Mitchell D. Molidor
Brianna Marie Moose
Grace Renee Morris
Bryce Carl Mueller
Cody Michael Mulroy
Clay P. North
Natalie Gracelyn Pope
Christa Giselle Sauer
Jenna Faith Schoch
Abigail Nicole Scyoc
Ashley Anne Shank
Noah Charles Singer
Breanna Skinner
Sara R. Slayton
Bailey Alanna Smith
Madison N. Smith
Marissa Dawn Snider
Maria V. Spears
Anna Leigh Stewart
Misun Um
Alexandra Shae Updyke
Drew McKinley Voris
Alexandra Ann Weimer
Skyler Nicole Whitworth
Darian Lee Williams
Kate Madelyn Woods
Katelyn Marie Yoder
Lindsey Taylor Ziefle
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Alaina Grace Albert
Elizabeth Racquel Amstutz
Mara Iris Anselm
Enoc De Jesus Arciniegas
Melaina Lynn Barrett
Jayden Michael Bell
Martin Albert Berwanger
Seth Richard Bossi
Kaytlyn Nicole Brown
Kaitlyn A. Brubaker
Kaylea Grace Bryan
Korey Javon Carlock
Corrie Jean Carnahan
Mae Louise Chaney
James Julian Chang
Tanya L. Charlton
Jianna M. Cox
Taryn Alyssa Criblez
Michal Janel Dameron
Ethan Michael Danner
Savannah Renae Davis
Amber Marie Domiano
John Michael Dove
Kaleb Alan Doyle
William Scott Duff
Cameron R. Dulle
John Robert Echele
Mckenzie Lynn Gagnebin
Ashley Nicole Gardner
Dhruvi M. Gheewala
Danielle Shea Gilbert
Olivia Ryan Grieve
Alyssa Marie Griffith
Makayla Ann Hall
Alexis Aileen Hargis
Melissa K. Henderson
Justin Riley Herman
Hannah Marie Hilker
Claire Catherine Hornibrook
Karenza Hunsperger
Manuela Ibarguen Jimenez
Jenna Sue Jackson
Seth Thomas Jenkins
Bellanne Marie Johnson
Spencer Clyde Jones
Abigail Jacy Keenan
Katelyn Aline Koenig
Allison Diane Kramer
Emily Irene Kremer
Ainsley Lynn Krug
Tanner Thomas Lambeth
Emily Kristine Langdon
Emmalee Jean Layman
Tatum Kennedy Legan
Mary Katherine Lenker
Libby Lourwood
Gabriel Douglas Lovatt-Sutton
Brendan D. Lovekamp
Christopher Joseph Lynn
Anna Catherine Massey
Loren A. Melton
Courtney Elizabeth Melvin
McKenzie Nycole Mitchell
Lauren Victoria Montgomery
Nicole A. Murphy
Jacey Grace Noble
Sydney Denae Noel
Keegan O’Dell
(Missouri S&T)
Lora Paine
Angel Ren
(Missouri S&T)
Kaelyn Makena Rheinecker
Hailey Elizabeth Richards
Tanner James Rojewski
Maggie Taylor Santistevan
Emma Lynn Satterfield
Rebecca Lynne Schaljo
Joshua David Scheuermann
Timothy Dalton Sloan
Kylee Lynn Smith
Reese Elizabeth Smith
Blake Doran Stark
Cheyenne Mae Stout
Ashley Nicole Swearengin
Jefferson B. Thomas
(Missouri S&T)
Vincent M. Tosatto
Austin M. Wagner
(Missouri S&T)
Andrew L. Wall
(Missouri S&T)
Alexis Kalicoma Watson-Lowe
Treyden Xiao Wei Williams
Mollie Elizabeth Wolf
Zehao Zhang
(Missouri S&T)
CUM LAUDE

Giovanni Gray Acosta
Logan Aguirre
Amaris Elizabeth Alfaro
Rusul Al-Shahrably
Serena Nicole Archuleta
Joshua Christopher Baker
Caiya Catherine Bamert
Emilie Marie Barber
Derek L. Bateman
Dominic Tyler Bell
Hunter William Steven Bentley
Anthony C. Bocanegra
Jacob William Bogar
Taylor Elizabeth Bollinger
Jarrett Matthew Brattin
Russ Bray
Morgan Lane Brown
Sugar Magnolia Nicole Buechler
James Charles Bulger
Jamie Anne Bull
Josy Dawn Butler
Casey Carver
Christian Anthony Casanova
Ailsa Christine Cattanach
Madeline H. Caughron
Mattilyn Nicole Choate
Dalton J. Coomes
(Missouri S&T)
Caleb Ray Christiansen
Hayley Dachelle Clark
Hanna Marie Cook
Braeden G. Cooper
Pascal Janik Corvino Panfilo
Elijah B. Crawford
Brianna Marie Davis
Carista Davis
James K. Deer
Taylor Rayleigh DeLoach
Stephanie Suzanne Douglas
Emma Rose Drew
Jacqueline L. Durant
MaryKathryn Frances Dwyer
Savannah Eccles
Jillian Grace Eckrich
Glory Tochukwu Ehie
Jackson Mark Eller
Grace N. Ericsson
Helen Chalen Everts
Sean Girard Finch
Melaina Elizabeth Fischer
Parker S. Fisher
Nobuki J. Fong
Braedyn Aloysius Frankenberg
Madisson Taylor Frenzel
Rosa Mary Fulton
Caroline Grace Garrish
Alyssa C. Gibson
Morgan Paige Green
Savannah Michelle Grigsby
Elaina Kay Hadix
Amanda Jean Hamilton
Parker Andrew Hansen
Logan Patterson
Jrae Tishell Hawkins
Bracie M. Hayakawa
Sydney Rea Hays
Brooke Elizabeth Heavin
Matthew Guy Henningsen
Colby Lee Henry
Christopher David Hill
Nikki Sha Hill
Reagan E. Hill
Claire Margaret Horak
Austin Pecos Huffman
Nora Kay Humble
Cassidy Lisa Jewula
Chloe Johnson
Jennifer Paige Jones
London Renee Marie Jones
Jasmine Lee Kaasa
Julia Paige Kee
Kendall Ashton Tyler Keithley
Ainsley M. Kempin
Aubrie Dawn Lambertson
Mason Ray Lambeth
Keeli Lauren Land
Andrew Jackson Lawrence
Bradley James Dean Lee
Eun Soo Lee
Hunter Garrett Lee
Dingkun Chance Li
Jingxin Liu
Destiny L. Lockhart
AnnMarie Luft
Carolyn Frances Marcott
Shayna Annamarie Marose
Patricio Eduardo Martinez
Crystal Lynn McCLAUGHRY
Lydia Leigh McCormack
Mary Hannah McElvain
Mackenzie Shea McIntire
Lauren M. McTernan
Stephanie P. Meadows
(Missouri S&T)
Kinli Jiang Xiao Miller
Meagan Lee Mills
Stephanie Rae Moore
Hunter V. Murray
John Kenneth Myers
Grace Rosemarie Nemec
Michelle Lynn Newswanger
Erin Kelly O’Brien
Lauren Elizabeth O’Hara
Daniella Acelis Ortiz
Chase Edward Otto
Christopher Robert Pajda
Rachel Ann Parsons
Anna Kristina Pavia
Hunter Reis Peabody
Amanda Jane Parsons
Lucy Leigh Petet
Laurel Madison Pevahouse
Reese Maurine Potter
VETERANS RECOGNITION

Graduation candidates who have served or will serve in the United States military are identified with a red, white and blue cordon.

Bear POWER (Promoting Opportunities for Work Education and Resilience) Program Graduates

Paul John Broske II  Jacob Lackey  Madison Annamarie Stamps
### Degree Candidates

#### Bachelor of Applied Science

**General Agriculture**
- Bridget Burky
- Dennis W. March
- Trace Winfrey

**Hospitality Leadership**
- Alyssa Zsazette Mills
- Jasmine Ashley Simmons

#### Bachelor of Arts

**Anthropology**
- Carista Davis
- Marissa Dawn Snider

**Art History**
- Madelyn Paige Pohl

**English**
- Bella J. Doran
- Clara Marie DuMontelle
- Tristan Antonio Hogan
- Noah Daniel McQuerter

**History**
- Samantha Lynn Jester

**Philosophy**
- Viktor Biserov Dutchak

**Psychology**
- Versaviya Pavlova

**Religious Studies**
- Carista Davis

**Visual Art and Culture**
- Jenna Nicole Fallert
- Julia Adelaide Kidwell

#### Bachelor of Fine Arts

**Art**
- Ellen Jean Aulbach
- Russ Bray
- Brooke Buehler
- Tanner S. Caruthers
- Christina René Hanula
- Evan N. Harper
- Jordan Brian Loerch
- Shayna Annamarie Marose
- John P. McKenzie
- Elizabeth Amber Rex
- Alexandra Dawn Shankle
- Hannah Delaine Sparks

**Design**
- Jalin Anderson
- Hannah P. Carnell
- Elizabeth Tracey Concannon
- Danielle Shea Gilbert
- Samantha A. Hass
- Alexa Rochat Langelier
- Julia Lauren Mason
- Anna Catherine Massey
- Godwill Opara
- Leanna Denise Ordoñez
- Cassandra Nicole Seyer
- Samuel Ray Stillie
- Katherine Louise ter Kuile
- Treyden Xiao Wei Williams

**Bachelor of General Studies**

- Jaron Marquise Alexander
- Wesley Chukwuma Anusiem
- Ross Brady
- Courtney P. Carlton
- James Julian Chang
- Rhonda M. Clark
- Hanna Marie Cook
- Christopher Dereon Cooks
- Mahlyk Antoine Davis-Perkins
- Piper Faith Delmont
- Landon Edward Dowden
- Trevor Jack Dowell
- Penny Renee Dunker
- Ryonell Eugene Frederick II
- Allison R. Graef
- James G. Haney
Sydney Rea Hays
Alyssa R. Heard
Melissa Marie Jones
Stephanie M. Klamm
Timothy Austin Looney
Jared R. Lovaas
Allen F. Love
Amy Michele Marino
Presley Martin
Bridget Renee Prewitt
Emily Allison Quist
Allison Christine Roberts
Hanna Marie Smulczenski
Donnise C. Troy
Steven Michael Watson
Chase Wright
Charlotte Mariah Yoakum
Von Duane Young IV

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Jackson Lee Jobe
Margaret Catherine Jordahl
Vincent M. Tosatto

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
EDUCATION

INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Joshua Christopher Baker
Kaylea Grace Bryan
Corrie Jean Carnahan
Rachel M. Hanks
Elizabeth Ann Hansen
Vincent M. Tosatto

VOCAL PERFORMANCE

Anna E. Brummell
Michal Janel Dameron
Parker S. Fisher
William Isaac Helterbrand
Spencer Clyde Jones
Lindsey Taylor Ziefe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING

Morgan Ashley Anderson
Enoc De Jesus Arciniegas
Leslie Ann Bartholomew
Abigail Braun
Preslie Raelyn Brower
Dawson L. Clark
Michael S. DeAvilla
Sydney Marie DeGunia
Katherine Virginia Delap
Denver Doty
Mckenzie Lynn Gagnebin
Dhruvi M. Gheewala
Miquia Marie Gillies
Brett C. Harpt
Bracie M. Hayakawa
Kyle Joseph Holtmann
Austin Pecos Huffman
Jennifer Paige Jones
Sean Michael Lamb
Andrew Jackson Lawrence
Tatum Kennedy Legan
Nicholas R. Maurer
Hubert Franklyn Maynard
Mitchell D. Molidor
Mckenzie Elizabeth Mowry
Lucy Leigh Petet
Leta Lolotea Olanthia Reid
Megan Lynn Schimpf
Zane Shepherd

Marshall Alan Shine
Daniel Suarez
Charles Szell
Margaret Elise Todd
Olivia Grace Tyler
Madelyn G. Whitney

AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS

Hannah Leigh Bass
Jacob David Brewer
Paige Corinne Eikel
Robert Michael Hoskins
Joseph M. Morris
Kendall George Nakato
Marenna June Pomeroy
Reagan Breanne Shelby
Emma Rose Stewart

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS

Mackensie Taylor Darst
Maegen Marie Hicks
Lindie Jayne Mitchell

ANIMAL SCIENCE

Kimberly Anne Armstrong
Nicolette Sue Berry
Caleb Ray Christiansen
Logan V. Crafton
Amber Marie Domiano
Jacqueline L. Durant
Helen Chalen Everts
Makayla Ann Hall
Asya Rae Hernandez
Samantha Mae Hietpas
Texas W. Nall
Taylor Ann Marie Wintjen
ANTHROPOLOGY
Ailsa Christine Cattanach
Laura Anne Collins
Jennifer L. Evans
Kinli Jiang Xiao Miller
Ashlynn Joy Pike
Natalie Gracelyn Pope
Megan A. Young

BIOLOGY
Michelangelo Christian Alfano
Derek L. Bateman
Sara Kristine Battelle
Abby Renee Bennett
Haley Elizabeth Cai Brucks
Jamie Anne Bull
Jenny Kate Burrow
Mae Louise Chaney
John Robert Echele
Glory Tochukwu Ehie
Malachai Frisby
Maxwell A. Galeassi
Alyssa Dyan Heath
Katelynn Michelle James
Kayla N. Jewell
Olivia Nicole Johnson
Anna Kliethermes
Kristopher B. Lawson
Reagan Renee Magdaz
Thomas Andrew Mataya
Mackenzie Shea McIntire
Graham Lee Miller
Grace Renee Morris
Nicholas P. Nauman
Wyatt Nicholas Neal
Jacey Grace Noble
Taylor Nicole O’Bannon
Chatman Logue Pardoe
Grace Ann Patterson
Katelyn Michelle Polly
Gabrielle Elaine Ruth
Steven James St. Clair, Jr.

BIOMEDICAL ART (INDIVIDUALIZED)
Jarrett Benjamin Stiles
Carter Wilhelm Stoelzel
Michael Scott Tentis
Natalie Anne Timpe
Kaitlin Cheyenne Titus
Hailey Wartick
Brian Joseph Welch
Alexander William Zajdel

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Karissa Angeline Locke

BUSINESS ANALYSIS
Kristina B. Buzuloiu
Caden Tyler Smith

CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Kristen Rhea Ashlock
Kaila May Enslinger
Alexis Suzanne Hays

CHEMISTRY
Grace Marie Atkins
Ethan Constantinos Barney-Stavrou
Taryn Alyssa Criblez
Jessica Alleen Gilbert
Jacob David Linhardt
Reese Maurine Potter
Lane Garrett Spillman

CHILD AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Ayan Salad Abdi
Lauren Olivia Candrl
Ashley Nicole Gardner
Reagan E. Hill
Marisa Lorraine Purcell
Rebecca Lynne Schaljo
Grace Anne Walker
Miranda Grace Witt
Mollie Elizabeth Wolf
Kylie Elizabeth Worley

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES-MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Tyler Allen Bates
Lily Keana Kumar

COMMUNICATION
Carson Ray Comar

COMMUNICATION SCIENCE AND DISORDERS
Mara Iris Anselm
Kendall Ashton Tyler Keithley
Sera Harmony Mall
Reese Elizabeth Smith
Madalynn Lenore Talbert
Kaylee Elizabeth Talken
Alexandria Taylir Wools
COMUNICATION STUDIES

Abigail Paige Aherron
Azonti Ryshon Anderson
Dominic Petrillo Baker
Wesey Alexander Bazzle
Jamie Leigh Byrd
Sandra Lea Crombie
Lauren Nicole Dearing
Alexander Sebastian Estrada
Caleb Taylor Ezzell
Drew Christian Figge
Devon Dane Richard Marsh Goree
Stephanie Lauren Jones
Emily M. Lehmann
Matthew Quinn Loaney
Meagan Lee Mills
Ethan Vaughn Ormsby
Christopher Robert Pajda
Taylor Matthew Perry
Kassie Sears
Raylen La’Charles Sharpe
Tanner John Shelton
Molly Margaret Stark
Sierra Janet Stephens
Emery DeShan Thompson
Olivia Anne Unterreiner

COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Ashlyn Nicole Wadle
Emma Marie Horn
Michael Ryan Kohler
Christopher Joseph Lynn
John Kenneth Myers

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Jonathan M. Adzick
Jacob Ryan Albrecht
Ezekiel Mitchell Bates
Braydon Christopher Bell
Dominic Tyler Bell
Dala Lane bi Biart
Terrick Boyd
William Garrett Burgard
Trevor L. Cameron
Jason Charles Cariolano
Robert Scott Cichon III
Bryce A. Downey
Ethan Jarrett Gardner
Tyler Jay Glick
Alexander James Hansen
Matthew Guy Henningsen
Bennett Johnson
Zachary Cole Kitchen
Jacob Ryan Kuhnert
Jeffrey M. Mitchell
Richard Andrew Peterson
Thuan Q. Tran
Gnana Sasidhar Velchuri

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Jack McCallen Brachbill
Trevor Lee Davis
Blake T. Donnelly
James Roy Evers
Clayton Timothy Farr
Sean Girard Finch
Jarret E. Gabriele
Tori Ann Gonzalez
Noah R. Gross
Emma Clare Hoey
Payton Eileen Husman
Brenden Campbell Jackson
Jer’Mika McKell Jones
Blake Riley Moore
Christopher Daniel Rosebrough
Lindsey Marie Sanderson
Joshua David Scheuermann
Bradan Robb Stervinou
Ian Michael Streck
Blake A. Veltrop

CRIMINOLOGY

Kaitlyn E. Boyd
Morgan Lane Brown
Sugar Magnolia Nicole Buechler
James Charles Bulger
Austin Douglas Butcher
Hayley Dachelle Clark
Andrew Forrest Davidson
Robert Jason Dicken, Jr.
Tatiana Jeanea Echols
Gabriel Mackinlay Fletchall
Ayanna Monira Holguin
Jalyn Reed Huntzicker
Ainsley M. Kempin
Emma Kaitlyn Letson
Courtney R. Luneau
Katherine Elizabeth Malone
Kaitlin Sierra Moreno
Tera Michelle Owens
Charity Sue Rose
Nikala Roberta Roseborough
Matthew Gabriel Rosenquist
Samuel Stephen Schomaker
Sophia Grace Sell
Jacob Thomas Senaldi
Preston Thomas Sleeth
Maria V. Spears
Anna Leigh Stewart
Angela Vitalina Varvanyuk
William A. Wheat III

CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Serena Nicole Archuleta
Bryce D. Banta
Kristen D. Bewen
Erin E. Gavin
Tanner Thomas Lambeth
Alejandra Gabriela Palacios
Kayla Ruth Rash
Tabatha L. Raudabaugh
- **Brad Redden**
- **Jonathan Kyle Scifres**
- **Morgan Nicole Seibert**
- **Sabrina A. Smith**
- **Amelia Leigh Towell**
- **James Marshall Urbanowicz**
- **Kate Madelyn Woods**
- **Larry O’Neil Wright**

**DANCE**
- **Patrick A. Heslip**

**DATA ANALYTICS**
- **Karly Elizabeth Ott**

**DIETETICS**
- **Alicia L. Bresette**

**DIGITAL FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION**
- **Logan Aguirre**
- **Braeden G. Cooper**
- **Alyssa Hope Farrar**
- **Tate Austin Graham**
- **Parker Andrew Hansen**
- **Donald James Hopkins**
- **Caylee Grace Keith**
- **Maxwell Scott Nelson**
- **Carly Marie Roberts**

**ECONOMICS**
- **Jarrett Matthew Brattin**
- **Pascal Janik Corvino Panfilo**
- **Christopher David Hill**
- **Javier Martín Gil**
- **Elijah David Mulder**
- **Marcus Alan Nichols**
- **James H. Norman**
- **Tyson Edward Petty**
- **Abby Yvonne Shifflet**

- **ELECTRONIC ARTS**
- **EVP10 PLANT SCIENCE**
- **EVP20 MANAGEMENT**
- **ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

- **Giovanni Gray Acosta**
- **Tanya L. Charlton**
- **Caroline Grace Garrish**
- **Morgan Paige Green**
- **Nikki Sha Hill**
- **Shaylea Nannette Huffnagel**
- **Alexia Michelle Laramore**
- **Bradley James Dean Lee**
- **Claire Meisch**
- **Hunter V. Murray**
- **Hailey Elizabeth Richards**
- **Rebecca Joy Rodrigues**
- **Amy M. Spore**
- **Kaylee JoAnn Stratman**
- **Sierra Morgan Voiles**
- **Aubree Madysun Young**
- **Nadia Yasmine DeLeon**
- **Justin Alexander Garner**
- **Amber Elizabeth Gorman**
- **Abigail M. Imthurn**
- **Ty Matthew Peppers**
- **Kylie Jo Smith**
- **Haley McKenzie Thompson**
- **Hannah M. Branson**
- **Sarah Ann Elking**
- **Griffin Geoffrey Koski**
- **Esmeralda Ortega**
- **Mia Rylee Porzel**
- **Katelyn Marie Yoder**
- **Jordan Lynn Beutler**
- **Emma Elizabeth Freitas**
- **Amanda Jean Hamilton**
- **Zijun Lin**
- **Jack Scott McCoy**
- **Pheonix S. Wolf**
- **Caiya Catherine Bamert**
- **Rae’Shaun Sheray Brown**
- **Benjamin Joseph Cunningham**
- **Jillian Grace Eckrich**
- **Kaylee Lynn Ewbank**
- **Andrew Phillip Falk**
- **Marlee Mabel Frederking**
- **Abby Grisham**
- **Rayne Ann Grus**
- **Blake Stevenson Hamelink**
- **Justin Riley Herman**
- **Miguel A. Hernandez**
- **Jace Christopher Hull**
- **Billie M. Jacobsen**
- **Tia Lynn Jones**
- **Allison Diane Kramer**
- **Eban William McClain Dzurian**
- **Bryce Carl Mueller**
- **Manuela Mary Salomé Ngo Tonye Nyemeck**
- **Sydney Denae Noel**
- **Zachary T. Norris**
- **Haley F. Reese**
- **Abigail Nicole Scyoc**
- **Sophia Lynn Sellers**
- **Timothy Dalton Sloan**
- **Angela Nicole Smith**
- **Sean Thomas Sullivan**
- **Hima Taran**
- **Samuel N. Tiedemann**
- **Jared Kyle B. Velando**
- **Nolan Gene White**
FASHION MERCHANDISING AND DESIGN

Aaron Scott Hayes
Aaron Hayes
Mahi Rohani

FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES

Kendall Dawn Darnell
Katelyn Aline Koenig
Molly Lorynn Mayr
Max Harber Wood

FINANCE

Rhett David Anderson
Martin Albert Berwanger
William Edward Black
Ryan Joseph Bullimore
Brian Clark Carroll
Casey Carver
Garrett Noble Cates
Elijah B. Crawford
Aaron Richard Dannegger, Jr.
Noah Michael Diffley
Mitchell Jeffrey Goodale
Cole Holdinghausen
Chelse Joyce Johnson
Kyle Matthew Kaimann
Ainsley Lynn Krug
Hieu Anh Le
Ziqi Liu
Alexandria D. London
Brendan D. Lovekamp
Ni Za Hlei Mawi
Evan Thomas McDonough
Benjamin Leo Mercurio
Quang Ngoc Nguyen
Clay P. North
Samuel Evan Nothstine
Matthew Charles Pecka
Jackie Earl Pope
Ethan Daniel Quasius
Jacob Michael Richard Raye
Noah Benjamin Reff
Kinser J. Rooffener
Brooke Elizabeth Sanders
Justin Connor Sanders
Brenden Scott Sanford
Nicholas E. Schumacher
Drew C. Stegman
Thomas R. Stewart
James Franklin Stith III
Lindsey Marie Stoneman
Nathan P. Storm
Alex Earl Michael Wentz
Skyler Nicole Whitworth
Garrett Douglas Wiesner
Dominic Lavon Williams
Benjamin Michael Wright

GENERAL BUSINESS

Elizabeth Racquel Amstutz
Zachary M. Baisch
Lakin Bailey Barrett
Kelley Krystiana Beyer
Mark Steven Blevins II
Kathryn Claire Bonfield
Jessica Maria Bramer
Dorothy Marks Brown
Chen Yuze
Tyler Andrew Cline
Audrey C. Collier
Jinyu Dong
Savannah Eccles
Feng Xiaowen
Mason Kelley Foley
Austin Michael Gillund
Kristina Gonzalez
Han Fangfei
He Peiyun
Melissa K. Henderson
Tyler D. Herzan
Kidane Gabriel Howell
Cody John Kelly
Jessica Michelle Kerr
Mark David Klevorn
Madison Taylor Klinge
Hannah Renee Lease
Dingkun Chance Li
Liang Guiwen
Jingxin Liu
Roman Alexander Manasseri
Christopher Lee Mayberry
Kelly Renee McDonald
Shane Austin Murphy
Parker Channing Murray
Lora Paine
James I. Panacchia III
Christian Eugene-Attlee Pratt
Lindsey Renee Rich
Paige Ann Rocca
Jacob G. Schnakenberg
Hallie Tegan Schulz
Jackson Grant Seewald
Madison Paige Seewald
Beier Shi
Kyle James Southerland
Ryan Dean Strohmeier
Sun Quan
Jack R. Taylor
Collin Gene Francis Teague
Dillon James VanderBogart
Emmy Faith Wall
Wang Yuxin
De’Andre Washington
Jayden Wiley
Darian Lee Williams
Yang Zimeng
Jiawei Zang
Ziru Zhao
Zou Rui

GEOGRAPHY

Kendra Lynn Mignard
Drake Steven Slagle
GEOGRAPHY AND SUSTAINABILITY
Erin Kelly O'Brien
Harley Phillips

GEOLOGY
Christopher Adair
Michell L. Waterman
Carl David York

GEOSPATIAL SCIENCES
Christopher Joseph Lynn

HEALTH SERVICES
Jessica M. Estes
Julie Ann Lewis
Ryan Makenzie Murphy
Mary Sargent
Mary Irene Smith
Samantha Nichole Wilson

HISTORY
Parker James Bailey
Kevin Eugene Frey
Azyah Anagrace Green
Mason Ray Lambeth
Richard Delenore Lawson
Jacob Matthew McDaniel
Carl Joseph Rapp
Brian P. Shields
Zoe R. Volcko

HOSPITALITY LEADERSHIP
Claire Elizabeth Battson
Christian M. Calhoun
Sarah Catherine Corn
Abigail Madison Foster
London Renee Marie Jones

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Andrew Jonathan Ashworth
Chance Lane Bailey
Jayden Michael Bell
Alyssa Shauntay Brown
Craig Jacob Buss
Aaryn Campbell
Nathaniel Gail Cave
Matthew Arnold Creeley
Shawn Martin Curtis
Emma Rose Drew
Jackson Mark Eller
Ryan J. Esslinger
Craig L. Evans
Mason A. Eversole
Cydney JoLee Fullerton
Raymond Austin Samuel Gill
Jonathan Steven Giron Guzman
Britain David Hood
McKinzie James Jenkins
Tanner B. Kidwell
Paul Ryan Krekelber
Noah Harold Lawson
Cole Grayson Mazeitis
Kenneth Douglas McDaniel
Hope Gwendolynn Medlin
Jacob Robert Mehrer
Laurel Madison Pevahouse
Mason Derrick Phipps
Christopher Dave Purcell, Jr.
Jacob Eugene Renkoski
Tanner James Rojewski
Marshall Alan Shine
Sara R. Slayton
Regina Lea Sporleder
Matthew Isaac Taylor
Seven M. Thomsen
Trey Anthony Tisone
Madison E. Waichunas
Bryce W. Walker
Joseph Wallace
Jaylon Davion Wheeler
Jeremy M. Wicks
Conner J. Wilkinson
Scott Quentin Woodrow

INTERIOR DESIGN
Mariah Nicole Besett
Kaitlyn Ann Bonham
Autumn Dawn Lambertson
Lauren R. Steffen
Hannah J. Textor

JOURNALISM
Blake Edward Biswell
Jacob Mitchell Ingmire
Jade Artanzia Morrow

MANAGEMENT
Melaina Lynn Barrett
Amaya Shauntay Bell
Samuel James Bennett
Jacob William Bogar
Kaitlyn A. Brubaker
Lindsey Lee Carroll
Madeline H. Caughron
Robert William Copeland
Jack Thomas Cunningham
Thao Mai Dang
William Scott Duff
Nobuki J. Fong
Elizabeth Elaine Francis
Nicholas Fryman
Alyssa Marie Griffith
Gabriel Douglas Hood
Delaney Rachel Hutchins
Jerrica Paige Jenkins
Tyler Joseph Kilfoy
Mikah Ian Lee
Andrea Vanessa LeGall
Jared Lopez
Holly Paige Luginbill
Dylan M. McCormack
Shelby Michael McKinney
Samuel Sebastian Modica
Alyssa Lynn Myler
Emily Rae Nichelson
Rachael Achieng Odhiambo
Tyler John Ott
Terique Taven Nathaniel Owens
Brianna N.M. Parker
Anna Kristina Pavia
Cody Lewis Ponder
Madison Lynn Porter
Zachary Max Porter
Jacob Anthony Runge
Richard C. Shepherd
Kane P. Simmerly
Abbigayle Kate Towe
Trenton Gene Turner
Zachary Joseph Wood
Grace Rose Zahner

MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

Helen Grace Johnston

MARKETING

Avery Elise Adkins
Brady Christopher Atkins
Angel Marie Brokenbrow
Christian Alexander Brown
Rebeca Faith Clarida
Jacob Wayne Clark
David Michael Crossland

ETHAN MICHAEL DANNER
MASON ANDREW DEMOSS
JACLYN M. DICKENS
CALVIN LEE DIENHART
MARYKATHRYN FRANCES DWYER
JACKSON OZIAS EZZELL
MITCHELL FEENEY
NICOLAS MICHAEL GALE
LOGAN ANDREW GEORGE
ALYSSA C. GIBSON
ANNA GILBERT
KATHERINE ANNE HAGER
HAYDEN MICHAEL HOUK
KAPI T. HOUSE
TAYLOR ANN HUESTE
JASMINE LEE KAASA
ADMIR KARIC
ELIJAH TROY KEENEY
LAUREN MARIE LARKINS
EMMA GRACE LUCAS
LAUREN CATHERINE LUEKE
PAYTON TAYLOR MAIER
JILLIAN N. MENTZER
TIMOTHY MICHAEL MODGLIN
KAYLA CHRISTINE MORDIS
MASON JAMES MURPHY
BAILEE LYNN NEWCOMER
RACHEL ANN NORTON
LAUREN ELIZABETH O‘HARA
GRIFFIN J. O‘NEILL
NOAH DAVID PERALES
UYEN NHA PHAN
GIOVANNY PUNTOS
MADISON BROOKE ROGGENSEES
GRACE OLIVIA ROSITZ
JAKE CHARLES SCHLERETH
PAIGE KENNEDY SHAW
ARUNBIR SINGH SIDHU
SAJAN KANGIRAVILLA SIMON
KATHERINE MAEVE SMITH
ALEXIS DAWN TACKETT
SHANE STEPHEN TERSCHLUSE
TAEGAN SKYE THOMAS

JULIA CLAIRE THORNHILL
ANDY Q. TRAN
ABIGAIL RACHEL VAUGH
RACHEL ANN WEAVER
LENNOX YURI YOUNG

MATHEMATICS

BRADY JOSHUA JENKINS
JAKE DANIEL PETERS
NOAH CHARLES SINGER
TRAMEL WEST, JR.

MERCHANDISING AND FASHION DESIGN

NICOLE A. MURPHY
EMMA GRACE WILTFONG

MERCHANDISING AND FASHION PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

JULIA KIANA CASH
ABBY DIANE DELAY
CALEB NATANIEL MOLL
KATRINA ELIZABETH POLANSKY

MODERN LANGUAGE

GILLIAN MARIE EICHEL
MELAINA ELIZABETH FISCHER
TAYLOR REESE MARKHAM
GRACE CATHERINE MATLOCK
ANNA KRISTINA PAVIA
REESIE ELIZABETH SMITH
KARISSA MARIE ELENA STILES
CALEB JAMES THAYER
DREW MCKINLEY VORIS

MUSIC

CODY WILLIAM ANDERSON
JAMES K. DEER
Austin Andrew Hawkins
Edward James McKenna III
Rebecca M. Wilson

NATURAL RESOURCES

Zachary Scott Dlouhy
Nataleigh Ruth Ecker
Kaylin Rae Francisco
Cynthia Frisch
Amanda Jean Hamilton
Brody Dale McKee
Allison Camille Osredker

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

Alexis Aleen Hargis
Rachel Ann Parsons
Lindsey N. Smith
Alexander David Weddle

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION

Nathan Benton Clifton

PHILOSOPHY

Bradley James Dean Lee
Tanner John Shelton
Caleb James Thayer

PHYSICS

Betime Begzati
Braxten K. Clark
Noah Charles Singer
Maverick L. Stover
Shawn Allen Thomas

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Trev Riley Ash
Van Bik
Megan Jean Garbee
Christopher David Hill
Jennie Grace Hubbard
Reilly Ann Louder
Patricio Eduardo Martinez
Alex Thomas Meuret
Emma Lynn Satterfield
Lawrence Trey Stewart
Allison Cecelia Trowbridge

PROFESSIONAL WRITING

Seth Thomas Jenkins
Amanda Jane Perkins
Alexandria N. Scott
Amy M. Spore
Katherine Elizabeth Stafford
Drew McKinley Voris

PSYCHOLOGY

Laura Grace Adams
Jordan Lyn Aranjo
Freedom Asia Cimani Austell
Makoce Bear Runner
Sydney Althea Black
Sydney Oriana Nicole Bravato
Morgan Lane Brown
Rosie Theresa Buckner
Sugar Magnolia Nicole Buechler
Farah Rae Burgess
Lauren Olivia Candrl
Madeline H. Caughron
Sophia Grace Clayton
Jordan Christine Clubb
Yollianna Emiline Cole
Bali Margaret Cortes
Jenna Crider
Courtney Dawn Cummins

Andrew Forrest Davidson
Dilon Davis
Taylor Rayleigh DeLoach
Alyssa Renay Forsyth
Ashlyn Foster
Adam Glenn
Marissa Anne Green
Hannah Grenko
Grace Ann Hair
Hope Ellen Hamilton
Amanda Nicole Hasenbeck
Logan Patterson
April Head
Colby Lee Henry
Gavynn Rae Hesterly
Claire Margaret Horak
Nicholas Michael Howard
Chiara Ruth Hull
Iva Rose Jones
Eric D. Kane
Maison Rae King
Emilee LaNae Kivett
Mattis Joos Koch
Sarah M. Koffa Lawrence
Meghan Kube
Joey Tyr Lazuli
Kameryn Dee Lee
Karess Todja Lee
Emily M. Lehmann
Cole A. Liddles
Ashlee Paige Loomis
Libby Lourwood
AnnMarie Luft
Kayden Thomas Maloney
Sean Maryan
Emily Christine Maxon
Mary Hannah McElvain
Avery McIntosh
Lauren M. McTernan
Claire Meisch
Loren A. Melton
Karsen Rose Miller
Mackenzie Rose Miller
Lauren Victoria Montgomery
Adinda Faatih Mulyawati
Lenna Kim Nguyen
Marissa Okic
Monica Osborn
Sabrina Marie Osborn
Savannah Jo Owen
Elizabeth Rae Owens
Shanna Kay Potter
Caroline D. Prosser
Alicia L. Raschel
Tabatha L. Raudabaugh
Ashlyn Erica Shea Roesch
Abby N. Santoyo
Samuel Stephen Schomaker
Staci Jean Scott
Sally Ann Scrivener
Blair Alexis Sebastian
Jeniyah J. Smith
Tristan Parker Speiser
Blake Doran Stark
Allison Marcella Swearingin
Kiara Nicole Taylor
Ethan Lance Timm
Amelia Leigh Towell
Harry Robert Peter Townsend
Riley Elizabeth Turk
Alexis Kalicoma Watson-Lowe
Alexandra Ann Weimer
Alyssa Morgan Wells Thurman
Sahara Renee White-Harris
Hadley Elizabeth Wilson
Phoenix Gabrielle Wilson
Abbey Aileen Woodyard
Akilah Jamylah Wright

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Baylee Grace Feese
Abigail E. Kelley
Lainey Reece Seymour
Connor Finch Shanley
Margaret Grace Smardo

RADIOGRAPHY
Kristen Marie Ferkel
Holly I. Hoerstkamp
Skye Robin Monte

SOCIO-POLITICAL COMMUNICATION
Vikas Yadav

SPORTS MEDICINE
Emilie Marie Barber
Hunter William Steven Bentley
Manuela Ibarguen Jimenez
Chase Edward Otto
Hunter Reis Peabody
Evan Tony Stewart
Carlo Emanuel Wittor

RECREATION, SPORT, AND PARK ADMINISTRATION
Matthew Reed Campbell
Hunter Rascoll
Jessica Diane Surovi

SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Carolyn Frances Marcott
Kyle Duane Medley
Lennox Y. Young

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Josy Dawn Butler
Gabriele Alicia Crafford
Mary Katherine Lenker
Susan Elizabeth Neubauer

THEATRE
Phillip James Kanke
Elysia A. Wagner

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE
Claire Marie Bonnot
Elizabeth Marie Coulter
Austin K. Hemingway
Adam Walker Lynn
Nathan J. Meyer
Brenden Scott Sanford

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT
Malik Clark
Krista Lee Cockrum
Nataleigh Ruth Ecker
Johnathan Emanuel Foster
Lily Maddison Kelly
William Richard Leonard III
Mason C. Morris
Max Robert Ringering
Nathaniel Christopher Thomas
Samantha Ann Windsor

SOCIOLOGY
Jarrett Matthew Brattin
Meredith Lynne Cunningham
Tevita Moala-Fineanganofo Fuimaono
Xaire Inzahzi-Ali Holman
Sarah Christine Hulsen
Kejuan James
Destiny L. Lockhart
Weronika Katarzyna Margula
McKenzie Nycole Mitchell
Nakaja Angelise Weaver
Morgan Noel Wilson
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION

AGRICULTURE EDUCATION
Harris D. Allen
Kaleb Alan Doyle
Allison L. Horne

ART EDUCATION
Amaris Elizabeth Alfaro

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Alaina Grace Albert
Abigail Noel Carino
Mattilyn Nicole Choate
Tiffany Marie Contreras
Brianna Marie Davis
MaKayla Dawn Dulier
Karenza Hunsperger
Elizabeth Renee Mahaney
Halie Marie Nichols
Chanler Lea Robbins
Allison Elizabeth Rudolph
Bailey Alanna Smith
Kylee Lynn Smith
Ashley Nicole Swearengin

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Mariah Leigh Alberty
Olivia Louise Bahr
Anthony C. Bocanegra
Korey Javon Carlock
Sophia M. Crabtree
Ashley Creek
John Michael Dove
Elaina Kay Hadix
Jrae Tishell Hawkins
Carlissa Brianne Holman
Nora Kay Humble
Lisa Ann Inlow
Keeli Lauren Land
Emily Kristine Langdon
Emmalee Jean Layman
Courtney Elizabeth Melvin
Claire Noel Metheny
Grace Rosemarie Nemec
Mikayla Brianne Patterson
Tayler Jesslynn Michelle Randolph
Emily Ann Roberts
Maggie Taylor Santistevan
Jennifer E. Shields
Kaitlyn Brooke Shupert
Madison N. Smith
Addison Grace Strehl
Samantha Rose Tiepelman
Grace Marie Wedgeworth
Kaylee Danielle Whattam

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
Samantha J. Holt
Bellanne Marie Johnson
Kendra R. Kennedy
Christa Giselle Sauer

HISTORY
Seth Richard Bossi
Mathew Brian Heinz
Chloe Johnson
Kathryn Marie Pasley
Jonah M. Reichert
Ethan S. Rose
Caleb Alexander Ruggeri
Drake Jeremiah Simonds
Hannah Muriel Sury

MATHEMATICS
James Owen Vaughn

MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUCATION
Rosie Theresa Buckner
Donovan Alexander Bustamante
Melanie Ann Cannon
Jalen David Drake
Madisson Taylor Frenzel
Logan Ross Herring
Hannah Marie Hilker
Brittany T. Hull
Abigail Jacy Keenan
Amanda Christine Lynch

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Tyler R. Ash
Benjamin Michael Lee Collins
Landrey Corya
Nolan Charles Francisco
Bayley Reann Henke
Jenna Sue Jackson
Brooke Frances Marie Jenkins
Kevin Ely Murphy
Michelle Lynn Newswanger
Kaelyn Makena Rheinecker
Jaide Marie Rose
Clayton James Van Siebert
Garrison Michael Walton
Jack P. White

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Kari Lynn Bethurem
Heather Blanks
Moriah E. Combs
Gail Dawn Harris
Melodie Ann Haynes
Kayla Diane Hill
Kelsee Mckennon Hubbard
Cassidy Lisa Jewula
Melissa Gayle Johns
Crystal Lynn McClaughry
Lydia Leigh McCormack
Stephanie Rae Moore
Joseph Benjamin Rodriguez
Amanda Jane Rogers
Michele Lynn Steffan
Cheyenne Mae Stout
Kiley Mae Willbanks

SPEECH AND THEATRE EDUCATION

Emily Irene Kremer
McKenzie Rae Miller

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Violet Marie Albitar
Rusul Al-Shahrably
Jasmine Reah Berry
Lauren M. Bleau
Sydney Rose Bock
Taylor Elizabeth Bollinger
Kaytlyn Nicole Brown
Joshua Michael Caputo
Matthew James Caputo
Christian Anthony Casanova
Anastasia Grigoriyvna Dashkevich
Savannah Renae Davis
Samantha Kate Dosso
Stephanie Suzanne Douglas
Emma Grace Eckles
Madison C. Edmondson
Grace N. Ericsson
Braedyn Aloysius Frankenberg
Alexandra Renee Gabbert
Erin Morgan Griffith
Savannah Michelle Grigsby
Alexandra Grace Hamre
Brooke Elizabeth Heavin
Emma Noelle Hensley
Claire Catherine Hornibrook
Chloe Elisabeth Howell

Maci Grace Jeffries
Jenna M. Johnson
Patrick Johnson
Julia Ann Jurgensmeyer
Aubrie Dawn Lambertson
Emily Erin Lattin
Katie Ann Lawlor
Eun Soo Lee
Sun Y. Lee
Catie Elizabeth Linneman
Lesley Michelle Lovelace
Brianna Marie Moose
Kennedy Grace Mueller
Neil Michael Nicholas
Daniella Acelis Ortiz
Rhonda LeAnn Philpott
Jessie Elizabeth Plunk
Joanna Ramirez
Sahara Micaela Ramirez
Emma Elizabeth Rovang
Brennan Patrick Rowland
Allison Christine Schmitz
Jenna Faith Schoch
Hannah Marie Schutzenhofer
Brittany Nicole Secrest
Garrett Russell Taylor
Madeline Marie TiHen
Messina Marie Turnbough
Misun Um
Alexandra Shae Updyke
Sindy Varea Sanchez
Kathryn Elaine Vetter
Chloe Jo Villhard
Shannon Nicole Yarber

COOPERATIVE ENGINEERING PROGRAM THROUGH THE MISSOURI UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Dalton J. Coomes
Chase R. Davidson
Cameron R. Dulle
Andrew T. Griesemer
Logan C. Harper
Sean P. Mckiernan
Stephanie P. Meadows
Keegan O’Dell
Angel Ren
Jefferson B. Thomas
Hunter A. Thorsen
Austin M. Wagner
Andrew L. Wall
Zehao Zhang

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Jacob T. Woodridge

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Katherine R. Beckenholdt
Nicholas R. Caldwell

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC) COMMISSIONING AS SECOND LIEUTENANT UNITED STATES ARMY

Jessica A. Gilbert
The Academic Dress

The history of academic dress goes back to the Medieval European universities of the fourteenth century. European universities continue to follow varied patterns in cut and color of gown and type of headdress. In the United States the colleges and universities have standardized the academic dress so that its features are common and uniform throughout the country. The standard dress in the United States is as follows:

The Gown. At Missouri State University, bachelor’s degree gowns are maroon and the master’s and doctoral degree gowns are black. The pattern varies with the degree held; pointed sleeves for the bachelor’s degree; long, closed sleeves with a slit for the arm for the master’s degree; and round, open sleeves for the doctoral degree. The doctoral gown is faced down the front with velvet and three bars across the sleeves.

The Hood. Hoods are not worn for the bachelor’s degree. The master’s hood is shorter than the doctoral hood and lacks the panels of the doctoral hood. Hoods are lined with the colors of the school granting the degree, while the color of the binding or edging of the hood indicates the subject in which the degree was attained. The colors designating the subject of the degree are:

- Arts and Letters
- Theology
- Laws
- Medicine
- Music
- Engineering
- Library Science
- Philosophy
- Science
- Fine Arts
- Education
- Economics
- Physical Education
- Business
- Agriculture
- Nursing
- Public Administration

The colors:

- White
- Scarlet
- Purple
- Green
- Pink
- Orange
- Lemon
- Dark Blue
- Gold-Yellow
- Brown
- Light Blue
- Copper
- Sage Green
- Drab
- Maize
- Apricot
- Peacock Blue

The Cap. At Missouri State University, bachelor’s degree candidates wear a maroon mortarboard.

Members of the Board of Governors are uniformly attired in Governors’ robes. The gown is maroon with velvet chevrons and panels. The hood is lined with maroon and white – the colors of Missouri State University.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.
Degrees Conferred

The University, under the authority of state law, confers the following degrees:

The Bachelor of Applied Science degree provides graduates of associate programs the opportunity to enhance and expand their general education and technical core competencies.

The Bachelor of Arts degree is designed to give a student a broad background in the liberal arts.

The Bachelor of Fine Arts degree is designed to provide sufficient training and experience so that the holder of the degree is qualified for professional work and/or graduate study in the fields of art or theatre.

The Bachelor of General Studies degree provides an interdisciplinary degree for students with broad interests and capabilities rather than a focused area of specialization.

The Bachelor of Music degree is designed to prepare a student for graduate study and/or as a performing artist and/or as a private teacher in the field of music.

The Bachelor of Music Education degree is designed for the training of music teachers.

The Bachelor of Science degree is designed to permit a high degree of specialization in one or more fields.

The Bachelor of Science in Athletic Training degree is designed to prepare athletic trainers for professional responsibilities and leadership roles in athletic training.

The Bachelor of Science in Education degree is designed for the training of teachers.

The Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree is designed to prepare students to work in any health care setting and to prepare registered nurses for leadership roles in health care facilities.

The Bachelor of Social Work degree is designed to prepare professional social workers for generalist practice in the human services, supporting the values of individual self-determination and social justice.

The Master of Accountancy degree is designed to prepare graduates for the professional practice of accountancy.

The Master of Applied Second Language Acquisition degree provides a solid foundation in second language acquisition theory and practice and qualifies graduates to teach English and other languages in a variety of settings in the United States and abroad.

The Master of Art Education degree is designed to provide artists, art teachers, and art education students an opportunity to upgrade their preparation in both professional education and subject matter areas appropriate to their teaching fields.

The Master of Arts degree is designed to provide intensive study in the subject matter of an academic field beyond the baccalaureate level and in preparation for study toward the doctorate degree.

The Master of Arts in Teaching degree is designed to provide Missouri teacher certification and a graduate degree for qualified students.

The Master of Arts in Teaching and Learning degree is designed to help individual teachers improve their teaching, while aiding whole school communities with identifying and responding to the needs or problems in their schools and communities.

The Master of Athletic Training degree is a professional degree designed to prepare students to become certified athletic trainers and function as health care providers within an evolving health care delivery system.

The Master of Business Administration degree is designed to prepare graduates with expertise in serving the business community, teaching in higher education, or continuing in advanced study.

The Master of Fine Arts degree is designed to prepare graduates to be cultural leaders in the fields of visual art and design.

The Master of Health Administration degree is designed to provide advanced studies for graduates who wish to further their careers in the administration of health organizations.

The Master of International Affairs degree is designed to prepare students for internationally oriented careers in the public, private and non-profit sections.

The Master of Music degree is designed to prepare graduates for professional careers in music.

The Master of Natural and Applied Science degree is designed to provide those working in an environment where scientific knowledge is a priority the opportunity to expand their knowledge and experiences consistent with their professional goals and objectives.

The Master of Occupational Therapy degree is designed to prepare graduates to enter the profession of occupational therapy.

The Master of Professional Studies degree is designed to meet the needs of individuals who are seeking professional growth and advancement within their vocations.
The Master of Public Administration degree is designed to prepare graduates with expertise in serving as administrators in public and private non-profit agencies.

The Master of Public Health degree is designed to prepare graduates to be practitioners, administrators, researchers, educators, and consultants in a wide variety of public health settings.

The Master of Science degree is designed to provide intensive study in the subject matter beyond the baccalaureate level as related to professional interest and applicability.

The Master of Science in Education degree is designed for advanced study beyond the baccalaureate level for teachers and educators.

The Master of Science in Nursing degree is designed to prepare registered nurses for advanced professional responsibilities and leadership roles in health care.

The Master of Social Work degree is designed to prepare professionals for advanced social work practice, program/policy planning, and evaluation roles.

The Specialist in Education degree is a graduate program designed to prepare graduates to be superintendents or principals in the public schools.

The Doctor of Audiology degree is designed to prepare professionals to enter the workplace with a high level of skills and knowledge through intensive academic and clinical experiences.

The Doctor of Defense and Strategic Studies is designed to provide knowledge and skills in the field of international security studies.

The Doctor of Nurse Anesthesia Practice degree is designed to provide the scientific foundation and clinical training that prepares graduates to be certified registered nurse anesthetists.

The Doctor of Nursing Practice degree is designed to prepare advanced practice nurses at the highest clinical level.

The Doctor of Occupational Therapy degree is designed to provide post-professional graduate education opportunities for currently practicing occupational therapists.

The Doctor of Physical Therapy degree is designed to prepare graduates to enter the profession of physical therapy.

The Doctor of Psychology degree is designed to train and develop clinical psychologists to meet the immense mental health challenges that our communities experience today and will continue to face in the future.

Scholarships

The Missouri State University faculty and staff take pride in recognizing the members of the graduating class who have distinguished themselves by their academic achievement and leadership. Many members of the graduating class earned academic or performance scholarships as undergraduates. Funding for many of these scholarships is made possible by alumni and friends of Missouri State University.

Photographs

In respect for the dignity of the commencement program, and in accordance with the fire codes, we ask individuals to remain at their seats during the commencement program. Photographers representing the news media will be permitted on the arena floor prior to the presentation of the candidates. The Grad Team graduation photography is pleased to provide this complimentary service for each graduate who crosses the dais during the commencement ceremony. Go to http://thegradteam.com/events/ for information about commencement photographs. A link to commencement photograph proofs will also be sent to participating graduates via e-mail. Any questions can be addressed to gradteam@thegradteam.com, 833-4MY-GRAD Monday – Friday 8:00am – 6:00pm EST, or via the website http://thegradteam.com/contact/.
CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES

WE ARE PROUD to count you among the more than 140,000 Missouri State University alumni living around the world. As a graduate, you are automatically a lifetime member of the Missouri State Alumni Association. There is no membership fee. Take advantage of the benefits and programs listed below by keeping your email and mailing address current.

✓ Invitations to personal and professional development webinars, alumni networking, community service and social events.

✓ Volunteer opportunities that make a difference.

✓ Two issues annually of Missouri State magazine, your official alumni publication.

✓ 12 issues annually of the Missouri State Monthly, your monthly electronic newsletter.

✓ Access to exclusive V.I.B. (Very Important Bear) benefits with a small annual contribution.

✓ Opportunities to lead and volunteer with your local Alumni Chapter, connect with other alumni and strengthen your connection to your Alma Mater.

Learn more at Alumni.MissouriState.edu

Missouri State University Alumni Association

300 S. Jefferson Avenue, Suite 100  417-836-5654
Springfield, MO 65806  Alumni@MissouriState.edu